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Author’s response to reviews:

Your manuscript "Genotoxicity Evaluation of So-ochim-tang-gamibang (SOCG), a Herbal Medicine" (BCAM-D-17-01050R2) has been assessed by our reviewers. Based on these reports, and my own assessment as Editor, I am pleased to inform you that it is potentially acceptable for publication in BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine, once you have carried out some essential revisions:

Answer>

We are also pleased to hear that our publication is potentially acceptable. We appreciate editor’s and reviewers’ effort to improve our manuscript.

1. Please revise the signature page on your change of authorship form and resubmit the form. Please note we cannot accept copy and pasted signatures. Please have each author sign by hand, though it can be on a separate page.

Answer>

All authors had filled the form with hand signature in 3 separated papers. Please find the attached authorship forms.

2. Please include the email addresses of all authors on the title page of your manuscript.

Answer>
We had provided the email addressed of all authors on the title page.

3. Please detail in your Methods section the euthanization method used in your study.

Answer>

We had added the euthanization method (cervical dislocation) in Methods section. (Page 11, line 16)

Before) Immediately following sacrifice, femurs were dissected from each animal and trimmed. After) Immediately following sacrifice by cervical dislocation, femurs were dissected from each animal and trimmed.

4. Please add a Conclusion heading after the Discussion heading in your main manuscript, in order to adhere to journal submission requirements.

Answer>

We had added Conclusion heading in our manuscript without changing the description.

5. Please revise your Authors' contribution section to confirm all authors have read and approved of the final manuscript.

Answer>

According to your instruction, we added the sentence that all authors agreed the publication of this manuscript in Authors’ contribution section.

6. Please delete all supplementary files. They are no longer needed at this stage of production.

Answer>

We deleted all unnecessary supplementary files.